=scale100 ==20U.S.S. =Seleya -  Stardate 10002.27
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
Summary:  =The Seleya's AT has uncovered information indicating a rumored Yridian =transaction with the Romulans, elsewhere in the Jervala system.
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
Seleya was =recovering the AT, and about to set off for designated coordinates of 1852, 1632 to investigate; their sensors have tracked the =Yridian freighter captained by Ytrier to those coordinates, and have =also detected a Romulan vessel in that vicinity as well
=20
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
As Seleya =was recovering the AT and about to leave, Yanniel, the Jer'den trader who gave the AT information (and =took a liking to our Counselor) followed in his personal freighter and =attacked Seleya, demanding "Payment"
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
Seleya =disabled the freighter, like the fly it was, and transported Yanniel to =Seleya's brig...
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
Hazzem and =Ref had a shuttle out, presumably to proceed to the rendezvous =coordinates; given the current situation, that shuttle is back aboard...
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
It is here =that we pick up the story today...
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::At the =Engineering station on the Bridge, having just taken a sonic shower and =changed back into his Starfleet uniform::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::stands at =OPS console::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::in =Sickbay...as busy as always::
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: In Main =Engineering at console::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::turns in =the big chair to look at Esjam:: TO: What did you say Esjam....smiling =Romulans?
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: In my =quarters ::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::At =tactical checking status of shields and weapons. Scanning the Romulan =vessel::
=20
Y`trier says:
%:::Finishes =strapping down the last of the crates ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::enters =from the turbolift ... and stands to one side of the bridge, wondering =if she should take the Counselor’s chair::
=20
Yanniel says:
::lying in =the Brig... Staring at the ceiling::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::exits =quarters and heads towards sickbay::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Leaving =quarters - walking toward main shuttlebay ::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: No sir, =not smiling at all. A little fierce looking in fact
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::getting =out of the shuttle:: *Bridge* Bridge this is Lt. Hazzem, we're back =aboard and I’m on my way to the bridge
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::decides to =put a brave face on and takes her seat ... next to the CO::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: I have =put in a suitable intercept course to join the Romulan Warbird
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::nods =still looking a little perplexed::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Entering =main shuttlebay ::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Reroutes =power and shuts down unnecessary systems, preparing the ship for a =potential combat situation::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: =Engage maximum warp
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CSO : have =you found something ?
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: It looks =as though the Romulans are after the warp core. I suggest we intercept =Y'trier before any exchange can take place
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: yes sir
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Red =alert! Battle stations!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::sends =coordinates to conn::
=20
Y`trier says:
%:::heads =back for his Controls room ::
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: walks to =another console awaiting any orders::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Leaving =the main shuttlebay running toward TL ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
TO:  If you =have a moment ... do we have anything to suggest that Yanniel..... =::shuts up as the ship goes to battle stations::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
XO: sir, we =found a Romulan Warbird at these coordinates, it appears they were =waiting for Yanniel
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::activates =at max warp::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Raises =shields, arms weapons:: CO: Aye sir, shields up, all weapons on line
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::hears the =klaxon going off:: self: here we go again!
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: =Monitor communications between them, Lt.
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CSO : let's =go to the bridge...
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::enters =Jeffrey Tubes and climbs up to deck 12::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
XO: I had to =pull out as fast as i can
=20
OPS_Jameson says:
::takes non =essential systems off-line::
=20
Yanniel says:
::hears the =Red Alert klaxon and smiles slightly::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Time =to intercept?
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Scans comm =channels between Y'trier and the Romulans:: CO: Scanning
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Entering =TL - Bridge ::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::follows XO =to the bridge::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::exits =Jeffrey Tubes and walks down hall and into Sickbay::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::taps the =console by her chair ... to see if she can get anything on the brig =prisoner::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: one =minute sir
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Exit TL - =Entering bridge ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::conscious =that everyone is extremely busy and she has conflicting orders::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::sees CMO =enter:: CMO: sir, long time no see, welcome back   ::smiles::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: 20 =minutes sir, at maximum warp
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Sitting =next to the captain ::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::enters =bridge at science 1::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO:  =continue to monitor their weapon status, Lt.
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Completes =the adjustments and turns to face Bolitho:: CO: Sir, I've shut down all =unnecessary systems and rerouted power to weapons and shields.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CEO: Thank =you Lt.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: but sir, =we may need to slow around some of these asteroids
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CEO : Status =report
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Aye sir. =No activity at present. They are just sitting there
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: Nice to =see you too Kes.  Anything I should know about?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::trawls the =database ... and wonders if her codes are sufficient - aware of lots =going on around her::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::will not =look at the CO::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CMO: nothing =to report...how was the away mission?
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::monitors =scans::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Do =what ever you deem necessary Ensign now please hail the Romulan vessel!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::checks the =communication systems::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
XO: =Engineering is prepared for a potential battle situation, sir. I've =deactivated all unnecessary systems.
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, no =change in weapon status of either ship
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::moves =back to his seat notices the Counselor deliberately avoiding his gaze::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
COM: Romulan =Vessel: This is the Federation Starship Seleya, please respond
=20
Y`trier says:
%COM: =Romulan:  Did you receive the shipment alright ?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::thinks to =herself that Yanniel will just have to wait::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, =communication between Y'trier and the Romulan. Something about a =shipment of some kind
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::looks up =at the screen .... but no reply seemingly .... wonders about that::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: =Interesting....I felt like a spy.  It was actually kind of fun.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: =constant tachyon scans for other cloaked ships please!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: I am not =getting a response from the Romulans
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::notices =something:: CO: sir, I'm detecting a communication between the Warbird =and someone else
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::shrugs:; =CMO: glad you enjoyed it...have you met our new OPS officer yet?
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::starts =tachyon sweeps::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: =Anything about the stolen warp engine?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: =Continue trying!
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::busy =tidying Sickbay up a bit::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: Not yet, =but I saw her on the bridge when I made my report.
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: No sir. =They are being very careful in what they say
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: Yes sir
=20
Yanniel says:
::sits =upright and stares at the security officer::=20
Security Officer: When will I be released? You can't keep me in =here forever!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::sets a =continual hail to the Romulan Warbird::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::depressed =but trying not to show it ... her search of the SF database has turned =up no old charges against Yanniel ... but she needs confirmation and the =TO is busy ....frets a bit::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CMO: well, I =have, she is really nice too  ::looks intently at CMO::
=20
Letrok says:
@COM =Y’trier: Yridian vessel, this is Letrok of the Romulan Warbird =Deep Song.  I am ready for your shipment
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: Did =you receive my reply to your note?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: What is =that look for?
=20
XO_JEAN says:
TO : =anything showed up on the scans ?
=20
EO_Lira says:
::Looks =around Me checking everything’s okay::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, the =Romulans are ready to take whatever it is Y'trier has for them
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::looks =innocent::  ~~~~CMO: nothing...~~~~  ::smiles::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Do =whatever you have to do get us there quicker!
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::starts and =sits back down:: CO: Yes Sir ... I can track no old charges, but Mr. =Esjam is a bit busy so I cannot confirm ... my codes may be insufficient =maybe
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
XO: Nothing =concrete sir, they are here for some kind of exchange
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
~~~MO: Come =on Kes.  I know something's up.~~~
=20
Y`trier says:
%COM: =Letrok: I Gave your OPS officer the co-ordinates, transmitting again =::transmits::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: yes sir
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO: Sir I =have intercepted a communication between the Warbird the freighter
=20
XO_JEAN says:
XO : =tactical analysis... recommendations ?
=20
Letrok says:
@COM =Y’trier: Thank you.  ::beams the shipment aboard::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: =Sensors detect something being beamed from Y'Trier's vessel to the =Romulan Warbird.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
:: starts to =worry slightly::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::shrugs and =turns away from CMO, beginning to work again::
=20
TO_Esjam says:
CO: Sir, =Y'trier just beamed something to the Romulans
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO: Sensors =indicate that the Romulans beamed something to their ship
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*CEO*: is it =possible to have extra power to warp?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: Lt. =Esjam has to clear it first, Counselor
=20
Letrok says:
@::powers =weapons and locks on to the freighter::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
~~~MO: OK, =if there’s nothing going....~~~
=20
XO_JEAN says:
XO : Sir I =recommend we engage the Romulans...
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::remembers =just how sneaky Romulans can be:: CO: Yes Sir ... I am aware of that
=20
Letrok says:
@COM =Y’trier: And now, in order to keep this matter to ourselves, I =must say farewell
=20
Y`trier says:
%::goes to =warp ::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: We =talk first Commander
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: And it =sounds as though they are getting ready to depart
=20
Letrok says:
@::fires on =the freighter and destroys it::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: =The Romulan Warbird fires disruptors on Y'Trier's freighter, destroying =it before it can escape.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::continues =working::  ~~~CMO: absolutely nothing sir~~~
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::heads into =office, sits down, and opens SF Personnel Database::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: we have =all the speed we can sir
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  =Y'trier bites the bullet, in a big ball of flame!
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: The =Romulans just destroyed Y’Trier’s vessel
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir I =recommend we take action before they cloak again...
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::stares at =the tactical console:: TO: did they just blow the freighter up?
=20
Yanniel says:
Security =Officer: Hey! Are you hearing me?! ::hits the force field with a sparkle =of light::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::jumps a =little::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
Computer:  =Locate personnel file for Jeffrey Symes
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CEO: We =need more speed
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CSO: Yes, =Y'trier didn't have a chance
=20
CMO_Viper  =(CompWorking.wav)
=20
CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Sir:  =They are in the wrong side of the neutral zone ... can we do something?
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
OPS: Yes, =standby. ::Taps console:: I've rerouted emergency power to the impulse =systems. You should be running at 120% efficiency now.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: We =need to get their first Commander
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::watches =CMO enter his office, wondering what he is doing::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Time =to intercept
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*CEO*: thank =you
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::increases =speed to Warbird::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
TO : any =escape pods from the freighter.. any life signs ?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::looks at =the MO watching him through the glass:: ~~~MO: Don’t be nosy, I'm =not...~~~
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: 2 =minutes to intercept
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Still =no response to our hails?
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: None =sir, Y'trier is dead
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: no sir
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir we =need a decision...
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Target =weapons on the Warbird but do not open fire until I give the order to!
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::realizes =the CO will not hear her:: CO: Sir ... they are on the Federation side =of the border ... in breach of ... ummm
=20
Letrok says:
@::prepares =all weapons::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::starts =testing a program he had in mind for a while, walks up to XO:: XO: do =you have a minute, sir? I would like to show something
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::gets even =more depressed::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Yes sir. =::Sets weapons to disable the Romulan::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CSO : Of =course...what is it...
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: I =hear you, Counselor, and they have destroyed a Federation freighter, I'm =aware of that
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: taps the =console and smiles::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
OPS : please =prepare for combat configuration
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::sinks =lower into her chair wondering how to get out of this::
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  =Seleya arrives at designated coordinates
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::smiles a =little and returns to her cataloguing::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: =Anything on the tachyon scans?
=20
Letrok says:
@::fires a =full spread as soon as the Seleya enters range::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::eyes =sparkle with unshed tears::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::taps =buttons on console to prepare ship for combat::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Grabs the =ramp ::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::goes back =to his console and brings the program up:: XO: this is a program i was =doing since i was in the academy
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: =Evasive patterns
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: checks =repair teams are ready ::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Return =fire
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::evasive =patterns executed::
=20
Letrok says:
::prepares =another volley while executing evasive maneuvers::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::braces =herself::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir I =will take the helm...
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Yes sir =::Fires all phaser and a spread of photon torpedoes::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::Saying =he's not nosy::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: =The Romulan vessel scores a direct hit on the Seleya, bringing her =shields down to 80%.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::nods at =the XO::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::holds =console tightly......first major combat situation::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: takes  =conn ::
=20
Letrok says:
@::fires the =second volley, this time, larger than the first::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::falls =down::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Shields =down to 80%
=20
Yanniel says:
::feels the =ship rock::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::feels the =ship shake lightly::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::reroutes =power to shields from engines::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: photon =torpedoes full spread
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Evasive =Pattern Delta 2 ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::keeps =looking at files while ship shutters a bit::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Firing =::Fires torpedoes::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
=::Frantically tries to reroute power past blown-out plasma conduits::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Entering =parallel course and modifying speed ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
<Comp> =Jeffrey Symes files found.
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CEO : Status =report
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
Comp: Open =file.
=20
Letrok says:
@::Takes =evasive maneuvers and fires another volley::
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION: =Seleya torpedoes have minor damage on warbird
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::monitors =power distribution::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
XO: That =last hit took out quite a bit of our primary power grid, sir... I'm =attempting to compensate.
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: They are =firing again
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: =Continue to hail them
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: yes sir
=20
Letrok says:
@::rocks a =little, then opens fire once more
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Fire =at will!
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CEO : keep =me inform...
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::decides =that her skills are not required here ... concentrates on not falling =off her chair::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::reading =files about old "pal"::  Interesting...
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::checks =that continual hail is still functioning::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
To : please =prepare tri-cobalt torpedoes...
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:
=20
Letrok says:
@::dodges =the last volley from the Seleya, and fires once more::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Smiles:: =CO: Yes sir, continuous fire ::Targets the Romulans engines with all =weapons::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::console =blows up in his face, falls with injuries in chest and arms::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
OPS : please =inform Starfleet command on a Secured Channel  and inform them that we =have engaged the Romulans
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::begins to =panic slightly::
=20
Letrok says:
@::targets =the bridge with a full volley of torpedoes::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::hates when =the ship shakes::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: =Medical emergency; get someone to the bridge!
=20
XO_JEAN says:
*CMO* : =please doctor send someone to the bridge
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: I'll go!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
Comp: open =secured channel to Starfleet command
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::throws CMO =a med kit::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::looks =across at Ensign Jameson::  OPS: Don't worry .... Seleya has seen worse =than this and we are all still here
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: =The Romulan Warbird is hit by a torpedo volley from the Seleya. Its aft =shields go down.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Get us =between the Warbird and the neutral zone
=20
Letrok says:
@::fires a =volley directly at the bridge::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Sees OPS;; =OPS: Don't worry Ensign you'll be fine
=20
XO_JEAN says:
Co : Aye aye =sir
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
*CO*: On my =way!  ::stands up and catches Med Kit and leaves sickbay::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
Comp: we are =in combat with a Romulan Warbird
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Modifying =course 123 mark 034 ::
=20
Letrok says:
@::sends a =huge subspace pulse::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::sighs::  =Self; you wait, and all at once...
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
<COMP>: we =need assistance
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, the =Romulans shields are failing  ::Targets the Romulans engines to stop =it::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::tries with =all his strength to get up and get back to science 2::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::walks into =TL::  TL: Bridge!
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::sees the =damage the Seleya's volley caused:: TO: Disable her weapons and engines
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: the =message has been sent sir
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir I =recommend that we take our distances in case they decide to blow up the =ship
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::exits TL =onto Bridge::  CO: Who's hurt?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: =Understood
=20
MO_Suder =says:
:;sees =injured crewmen enter::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: =The Warbird sends out a massive subspace pulse, knocking out the =Seleya's sensors and targeting systems.
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: yes sir. =::Targets engines with the first volley, and then the weapons arrays::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::almost =falls over from last pulse::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: =Maintaining course ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::grabs her =chair as she realizes she may have been over-optimistic::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: =Monitor their warp core
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::notices =that the hail has stopped sending due to loss of sensors::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::stumbles, =but leans on a biobed::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir our =sensors are offline
=20
Letrok says:
@::launches =the shuttle containing the warp core::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: =Targeting systems offline. Targeting manually ::Fires torpedoes::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::directs =crewman to Biobed 2::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::resends =message as an open hail on all bands::
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: send out =repair teams::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::runs over =to CSO::  CSO: Are you OK?  what happened?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::pulls out =tricorder and begins scans of CSO::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir I =recommend the extreme caution... they will not be taken alive and they =have instruction to destroy their ship
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::takes some =deep breath and is glad she wasn't injured::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CEO: Get =my sensors and targeting systems back online ASAP
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::is =fainting:: console...blew up...can't breath
=20
XO_JEAN says:
OPS : Status =report
=20
MO_Suder =says:
<Lt. =Turner>::sit on biobed patiently, in terrible pain::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: =That’s why I'm relying on you to monitor their warp core =Commander
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::notes that =the CSO is hurt - rushes over to assist him::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Reroutes a =few plasma conduits as the subspace distortion dissipates:: CO: They're =back online, sir.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
XO: sir we =have lost all sensors and targeting systems. it seems that there was a =subspace pulse
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: As =the Seleya's sensors come back online, they detect a Romulan shuttle =outside the Warbird, containing the warp core in its cargo hold.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
Turner: =you'll be fine  ::scans plasma burn to face and neck::  It's not too bad =::smiles::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::reads =tricorder::  Collapsed Lung!  OPS: Emergency Transport to sickbay!
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir =without the sensors array I can't be sure of anything...
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Still =firing manually:: CO: Without sensors I cannot tell if I'm hitting =anything
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sensors =back online sir...
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::nods at =the CEO:: XO: Their back online keep an eye on them
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::grabs the =doctor:: CMO: help
=20
XO_JEAN says:
To : =tactical analysis
=20
EO_Lira says:
::runs =diagnostic ::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::runs =dermal regenerator over Turner, repairing the tissue in seconds::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir I'm =detecting a shuttle launched from the Romulan
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Your =systems are back online, take their propulsion out
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::sees the =CMO is dealing with the CSO and takes the Science console::
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: start =working on shields::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: i am =picking up a federation signature in the Romulan shuttle
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
XO: Sir, =we've slowed the Romulan down, heavy damage
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: =Monitoring singularity engine ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
OPS: =Emergency Transport to Sickbay!
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Sir ... =sensors show something with a federation signature over there
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: I want =them dead in space Lt.
=20
XO_JEAN says:
TO : Are =they warp capable ?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::does the =emergency transport::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
OPS : =distance to the shuttle ?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
=::materializes with CSO in Sickbay::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Aye sir. =::Targets engines, narrow beam::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: =Disable the shuttlecraft
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::sees CSO =materialize in Sickbay::  CMO; what happened?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::nod to =Turner to leave::  <Turner> ::leaves::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: Minutes =sir
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: =The Romulan shuttle powers up its warp drive.
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
TO:  It is =not going anywhere fast .... surely we can do something!
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Yes sir. =::Switches to the shuttle. Targets engines, narrow beam, and fires::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: =Pneumothorax
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::grabs =tricorder and scans::  CMO: collapsed lung?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::sets =intercept course
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::is on the =floor trying to breath::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir =they are powering up their engines
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: =intercept course sir?
=20
EO_Lira says:
*CEO* Sir =shield up to 90%
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Preparing =to jump to high warp on en escape path ::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CMO, MO: =help=20
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
OPS: Can you =tractor the shuttle?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Yes
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
TO: I can =try
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : =intercept course sir ?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
CSO: Just =hold on.  Get prepped for surgery!
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::trying to =make sense of what is happening around her ... conscious that, as usual, =she is not doing too well::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
<MO:>
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::borrows =power from all over the ship for tractor::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CMO; =administering 10 mg of lectrazine, to calm him down   ::hold hypo to =CSO's neck::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO:Yes
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
TO: i can =now sir
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: intercept =course - full impulse ::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, if =we can tractor the shuttle, I could take a team over there to get the =core back
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CSO: you'll =be fine...don't worry, now try and breath normally...::smiles::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
*Dr. Grey*:  =You're on call now!
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Lock =onto the shuttle with a tractor beam
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  =The shuttlecraft launches from the damaged Warbird, and speeds at max =speed toward the NZ border
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
<tractor>
=20
EO_Lira says:
::still =works on shields::=20
=20
OPS_Jameson says:
::locks onto =shuttle and activates tractor::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::lost =lock::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: Get =prepped for surgery.  I want that lung repaired now!
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::tries to =smile::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: i can't =seem to keep the lock on the shuttle
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Running =level 4 diagnostics on navigational systems ::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: =Intercept the shuttle TO: Disable the shuttlecraft
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::nods:: =CMO; yes sir...  ::smiles at CSO again::  CSO; you're gonna be fine...
=20
XO_JEAN says:
Co : Aye aye =sir=20
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Fires at =the shuttle, aiming to disable:: CO: Firing now sir
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::tries to =lock again, and fails::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: =Calculating eta at full impulse ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
<Grey> CMO: =Aye sir!  On my way.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::preps::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: I =need you to keep any eye on the Warbird
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: =The small, maneuverable Romulan shuttle evades the Seleya's tractor beam =and weapons fire.
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir we =are within transporter range sir
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::keeps an =eye on CSO's condition::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
MO: =I....have faith........in you
=20
CMO_Viper says:
::puts on =medical gown::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::watches =as the phaser fire misses:: TO: Hit them!
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Following =course of the shuttle ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Sir ... =I am trying ...but it seems that the Federation signature is no longer =aboard
=20
MO_Suder =says:
:;sterilizes =hands::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Fires =again:: CO: It's a very maneuverable shuttle sir
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CSO: shh, no =talking....
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: =Increasing SIF to compensate for the maneuvers ::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: Scan =the shuttlecraft?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
CSO: OK, =we're going to give you a general anesthetic.  OK  MO:  Ensign..
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: runs =level 4 diagnostic::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: As =the Romulan shuttle speeds toward the Neutral Zone, the experimental =warp core begins to destabilize.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::hands CMO =the hypospray:: CMO; ready sir
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: I think =the shuttle has what we want ... but things look .... as if
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Wide =beam?
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: I'm =getting some odd readings from the shuttle sir
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Sir .... =Something is destabilizing on the shuttle ... theirs that is
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: the warp =core is destabilizing sir
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
=::Administers hypospray to CSO's neck::
=20
EO_Lira says:
*CEO* =shields at maximum
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: =Shields at full!
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: reducing =speed to increase distance ::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::shields at =full power::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::watches =CSO fall asleep::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Fires wide =beam phaser spread:: CO: Firing wide beam
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::falls into =deep sleep::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: =Continue to fire, if we can slow them down....
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*CEO*: can =we get more power to shields?
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: =Continuous fir sir
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: =The experimental warp core explodes under the subspace field stress, =destroying the shuttle immediately, and sending out a massive shockwave =toward the Seleya and the Warbird.
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: =maintaining course and speed ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Sir ... =the Warbird will be back in the neutral zone soon .....
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: Get the =laser scalpel and open him up.  ::moves over to sterilize hands::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Get us =out of here
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::sees the =explosion on screen and gawks!::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Evasive =pattern omega 2 ::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
OPS: =Negative... I'm already squeezing as much power into them as I can.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
:: stares at =screen::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Jump to =high warp ::
=20
Letrok says:
@::sees the =wave and looks in horror as it approaches::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: The =shuttles gone sir. Shockwave on the way. Prepare for impact
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::engages =warp::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Put =the Warbird between us and the shock wave
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Holds onto =his console::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Speed to =warp 6 - 180  mark 000 ::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::scans =CSO's chest:: CMO: its severed the pleural membrane slightly...be =careful... ::hands CMO the scalpel::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::finishes =sterilizing hands and moves over to other side of table::
=20
Letrok says:
@::tries to =get out of the way of the shockwave::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir we =will be destroyed if we stay here...
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Changing =course ::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: =Maximum warp get us away from here
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::opens =CSO's chest cavity, revealing air bubbles from collapsed lung::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: resuming =course warp 9 ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::centers =the laser and begins cutting delicately::  MO: There we go.
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
ACTION: =The Seleya engages warp in the nick of time, and is able to escape the =shockwave with minimal damage. The Warbird, however, is destroyed.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
<chest>
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::breathes =more easily, as she thinks they’re gonna survive::
=20
Letrok says:
@::sees =himself break into a little pieces::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: We have =evaded the shockwave, but the Romulan is gone sir
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Set a =course for Jervala 6, slow us down to warp 3
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::sees and =grieves for another crew killed for whatever reason::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : aye aye =sir
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Stand =down red alert
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Lets out a =big sigh of relief::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CEO: =Damage?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: First =off we've got to get that lung sealed and filled with air again.  His =breathing is erratic.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::holds her =head with one hand, and feels her stomach muscles relax::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Aye sir. =::Cancels red alert and lowers shields. Weapons off line::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
OPS: You =okay Ensign?
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: scanning =stellar cartography database - sending ETA to Starfleet command ::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
=::redistributes power over the ship::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: I =believe you can now deal with Mr. Yanniel!
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::nods::  =CMO: would the dermal regenerator work, with so much damage?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
TO:  Once =you have a moment ... I have checked SF database for outstanding charges =against Mr. Yanniel ... but I need you to confirm ... I can find nothing =listed
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
TO: I will =be, thank you.
=20
XO_JEAN says:
Co : Course =set sir... warp factor 3
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Sir - =Yes .. but Lt Esjam must confirm my findings first
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Watches =the damage reports trickle in:: CO: Slight damage to propulsion systems =and the internal power grid. Minor injuries reported throughout the =ship. Nothing too serious.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
TO: It was =my first combat situation, so many people had to die  :: shakes head::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CNS: That is =correct, Counselor;  he has no previous convictions. But he did attack =the ship
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: I doubt =it.  That is a very large wound.  We need to reconstruct it.  Take a =sample and get it regenerated
=20
XO_JEAN says:
Co : Course =set sir... warp factor 3
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: If the =TO confirms, may I ask for a shuttle to return him to Jervala?
=20
XO_JEAN says:
OPS : please =slave FCO command codes to your console
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::reroutes =FCO controls to her console::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
OPS: It =never gets easy Ensign. But we have to do our jobs
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::nods at =the CEO immensely relieved there are no fatalities::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
TO: I know =... but the CO is interested in previous charges only ....
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
:: smiles =wanly::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CMO; =Understood  ::collects a tiny sample and moves off to the other side of =Sickbay::
=20
EO_Lira says:
::sends =repair teams out ::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Sir I'm =getting down to engineering to evaluate the damages...
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: =Permission to leave the bridge ... may I take a shuttle?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: =Arrange with the CEO to send an engineer over to his ship to repair the =damage
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CNS: In that =case he can go. But just tell him to make sure he doesn't cross our path =again. I object to people shooting at us
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::looks up =to check life signs::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
*EO*: Ensign =Lira, begin repairs on the primary and secondary power systems.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: =Understood, a status report when you are finished?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::begins =regeneration process::
=20
EO_Lira says:
*CEO* Aye =sir
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Aye Sir. = CEO:  How soon can Mr. Yanniel's ship be made fit for use?
=20
XO_JEAN says:
CO : Aye aye =sir
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: His =breathing is becoming more erratic.  We need something temporary.
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Leaving =bridge - entering TL - Computer - engineering ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: =Permission to leave the bridge Sir?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::looks up =from her work:: CMO; just another minute, I’m just finished
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: =Granted
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
:: reroutes =power away from junction 23beta due to a glitch::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Raises an =eyebrow critically:: CNS: With a small Engineering team, it shouldn't =take more than... eight hours?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::totally =depressed because all she does seems to be wrong::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::takes the =turbolift:: TL: Brig
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Exit TL - =entering Main engineering ::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::keeps =working::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
*CEO* Then I =should be grateful if someone could be assigned to do that
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::Draws in =a deep breath and exhales not really enjoying what just transpired::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::CSO's life =signs have almost flat-lined::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
*CNS*: I'll =assign a team right away, Counselor.
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::arrives at =the brig and nods to the guard on duty::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
*Brig*: =please release Mr. Yanniel to CNS Lerner
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::removes =lung tissue from machine and crosses Sickbay to CMO with it::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Grabbing =a repair kit and start to work on the consoles ::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Steps into =the TL:: TL: Deck 36, Main Engineering.
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: picks up =Padd to start repairing::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CMO: =Sir...done  ::hands sample carefully to CMO::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::stares at =console in a dream-like state::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::sees =Yanniel:: Guard:  Do not release him just yet ... we need to talk first
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
*CMO* =Condition of Lt. Hazzem?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO:  Grab =the dermal regenerator and seal the area around the tissue when I put it =down.  OK?
=20
Yanniel says:
::is =mesmerized by the beauty of the Counselor::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CMO: gotcha  =::is ready with the regenerator::.
=20
CMO_Viper says:
*CO*:  He =should be OK, we're in surgery now, sir.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::suddenly =jumps when she realizes she is on the bridge still::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel:  =Why did you do something as stupid as firing on a starship.... Your =captivity is your own fault!
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Exits the =TL into Main Engineering::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::puts =tissue down on lung and makes sure he is covering entire wound::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::notices =Ens Jameson jump:: *CMO* Acknowledged please keep me informed
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Are =you all right?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
:: feels =guilty that everyone is rushing around, and all she can do is dream::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::begins =sticking new tissue to lung::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: yes =sir...uh, sir, can i assist at all?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::waits for =Yanniel to say something::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::bites at =lower lip lightly as she works::
=20
Yanniel says:
CNS Lerner: =I will not discuss anything with you until I have counsel.
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Entering =jeffrey tube looking a fused power conduit ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: Good, =good.  Everything is going well.  ::pulls over breathing pump arm::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Calls =together a few of the newer Ensigns, and assigns them to begin repairs =on Y'Trier's ship::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: do a =diagnostic on the targeting and sensors I want to know just how much =damage the Romulans caused!
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel:  =Well - for what it's worth - that is me.  But we are not vindictive ... =you have suffered more than we have
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::bubbles =stop coming out of CSO's lung::  CMO; that should do it
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: Yes Sir!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::runs a =diagnostic on sensors::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: OK, I'm =going to fill his lung up again.  ::moves pump to CSO's mouth and =activates::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
<comp> this =diagnostic will take 4 minutes
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel:  =Unfortunately it will take us a few hours to repair your ship.  But at =least you are comfortable in here ?
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Activates =his station, and sighs as the damage reports are displayed::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Is =their any danger of the shock wave reaching this far?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: =lifesigns?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::enters =affirmative::
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: still =working on primary power systems::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: No sir, =we got well away from it
=20
XO_JEAN says:
*CEO* : =status report
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::watches =lung inflate again, Scans CSO:: CMO: heart rate is a bit erratic but =besides that he’s fine
=20
=20
Yanniel says:
CNS Lerner: =Yet I am still held in this prison cell.... What does your Captain have =planned for me?
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Notices a =fused EPS relay in Jeffries Tube 17. Starts to pick up his toolkit, then remembers his last =experience in a Jeffries Tube:: EO: Ensign, when you're done with the =primary power systems, there's a relay in Jeffries Tube 17 that needs =replacing.
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: Good =job!  Pretty fancy cuttin' if I do say so myself.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::scans =again::  CMO: Heart rate has returned to normal....he'll be OK now   =::smiles::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::4 minutes =pass at OPS::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel: =Well ... there is good news, and not so good news.   Want to hear more?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CMO: job =well done sir...=20
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
<comp> =diagnostic complete
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: let's =get him closed back up.  Will you do the honors?
=20
EO_Lira says:
*CEO* Aye =sir should be done here in 30 minutes
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
Comp: relay =the results on console OPS 1
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
*XO*: We're =starting on repairs to the primary and secondary power grids, and the =propulsion systems, sir. I'll prepare a full damage report.
=20
Yanniel says:
CNS Lerner: =I assume I have no choice.. ::waits patiently::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CMO; thank =you  ::begins closing CSO's chest cavity carefully::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
*CEO* : =Excellent.. please keep me informed...
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::sits in =his chair listening to all the reports coming in from the crew, closes =eyes and wonders what the last seconds were like on the Romulan vessel::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::starts =wading through diagnostic, metaphorically::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
*XO*: Will =do, Commander.
=20
XO_JEAN says:
*OPS* : any =sign of structural damage ?
=20
CMO_Viper says:
*CO*:  The =Lt. is stable, sir.  He'll be out of commission for a day or so, but =he's fine.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*XO*: no =sir, there was just slight damage to sensors
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel: You =do have a choice.  I have been authorized to have you released ... but I think you may =have more information.  The CO is prepared to overlook your attacking =his ship .... and the Romulans unfortunately lost their Warbird - so can =you tell us anything more?
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Begins =repairing the propulsion systems::
=20
XO_JEAN says:
*OPS* : =Please keep me informed on the repair progress... please contact =Starfleet Command and inform them that we did not destroyed the Romulans =
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::continues =working::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*XO*: yes =sir
=20
Yanniel says:
::considers =the "deal"::
CNS Lerner: Under 3 conditions...
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel: And =they are?
=20
XO_JEAN says:
*OPS* : and =since they did not respond to our hails we were not able to help them
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  =Power fluctuates in Sickbay
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::relays =sensor damage information to Eng::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::opens his =eyes and looks around::
=20
Yanniel says:
CNS Lerner: =1. You will repair my ship... 2. You will release me and my ship, and =not persue me.. and 3. You will have dinner with me.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*XO*: Yes =sir, right away
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::finished, =scans CSO again, just in case:: CMO: we're all finished here
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
MO: Just =what we need.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::grits her =teeth::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel:  =Dinner sounds good .... but it may have to wait for a few months .... We =shall not be in this sector long I think ...
=20
XO_JEAN says:
*OPS* : any =signs of power fluctuations ?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
Comp: open =communications to Starfleet command, and enable encryption code 4b
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel:  =The ship is undergoing repair ....it will take a few hours ... so do you =have any further information for us?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Has =the diagnostic finished?
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::tries to =get up but the pain stops him so he goes back on his back:: MO: Hey
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*XO*: i have =bypassed all conduits that have fluctuations, and sent the information =to Engineering
=20
MO_Suder =says:
:;sees CSO =has woken up. steps over beside his biobed:: CSO: good =morning=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: it has =sir, and i have sent the information to engineering
=20
XO_JEAN says:
*OPS* : =Acknowledged.. please keep me informed=20
=20
Yanniel says:
CNS Lerner: =I will discuss the information I have over dinner.. in your quarters =later..
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
MO: what =happened?
=20
EO_Lira says:
::runs =daignostic on primary systems::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: =Excellent, I will be in my Ready room. TO: Lt. Esjam you have the =bridge!
=20
XO_JEAN says:
:: Continues =to repair the power conduit ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::walks into =his office::  *CO*:  The Lt. is stable, sir.  He'll be out of commission =for a day or so, but he's fine.
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel:  =Sorry - but you can join me in the Summit Lounge for a meal if you =promise to behave yourself ::grins::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::smiles at =CSO::  CSO: you had a disagreement with a console, you won
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Yes sir =Self: Again ::Walks to the big chair and sits down
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
*CMO* =That’s good news Dr. Well done to you and your team!
=20
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::laughs =lightly:: MO: yeah I guess, thanks for saving my life ::smiles::
=20
OPS_Jameson says:
Comp: SF =Command: We have failed to get the warp core, but it was destroyed, =sadly along with a Romulan Warbird, on the federation side of the NZ.  It would not respond to =hails, and force was only resorted to in the absence of any other =possibility
=20
Yanniel says:
CNS Lerner: =If you don't feel you can trust me, you can have me shackled, and have =security in your quarters...
::leans closer and whispers through the force field:: I don't like =crowds..
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
Comp: end =message and send
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Swivels =the chair around a little, just to see what it's like:: Self: Smooth
=20
MO_Suder =says:
CSO; all in =a days work... how are you feeling now?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*CEO*:
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::looks down =at computer screen and looks at Jeffrey Symes' Academy picture::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
Yanniel: =Then ... I will have dinner brought to us and we will eat here.  Be =grateful Yanniel that the Captain is merciful ... you could be on your =way to a penal colony for firing on Seleya
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
MO: my chest =hurts a bit, but I’ll adapt, how are you doing so far?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::wonders =what CMO is thinking::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::walks over =to the replicator and starts to devise a meal::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*CEO*: have =you received the list of conduits that are in need of repairing?
=20
MO_Suder says:
CSO: =good...so far, ::folds arms:: ...but then, I’m not the one on the =biobed
=20
Yanniel says:
CNS Lerner: =I could have used an insanity plea.. ::grins:: No one with half a mind =would fire on a Galaxy-class vessel..
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
=20
=20
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